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3E7 - CARPENTER LOGAN
LatinAsian Cartographies examines how Latina/o and Asian American writers provide important counter-narratives to the stories of
racial encroachment that have come to characterize twenty-ﬁrst
century dominant discourses on race. Susan Thananopavarn contends that the Asian American and Latina/o presence in the United States, although often considered marginal in discourses of
American history and nationhood, is in fact crucial to understanding how national identity has been constructed historically and
continues to be constructed in the present day. Thananopavarn
creates a new “LatinAsian” view of the United States that emphasizes previously suppressed aspects of national history, including
imperialism, domestic racism during World War II, Cold War operations in Latin America and Asia, and the politics of borders in an
age of globalization. LatinAsian Cartographies ultimately reimagines national narratives in a way that transforms dominant
ideas of what it means to be American.

This book is the ﬁrst collection on the British author Rose Macaulay (1881-1958). The essays establish connections in her work between modernism and the middlebrow, show Macaulay’s attentiveness to reformulating contemporary depictions of gender in
her ﬁction, and explore how her writing transcended and celebrated the characteristics of genre, reﬂecting Macaulay’s responses
to modernity. The book’s focus moves from the interiorized self
and the psyche’s relations with the body, to gender identity, to
the role of women in society, followed by how women, and Macaulay, use language in their strategies for generic self-expression,
and the environment in which Macaulay herself and her characters lived and worked. Macaulay was a particularly modern writer,
embracing technology enthusiastically, and the evidence of her
treatment of gender and genre reﬂect Macaulay’s responses to
modernism, the historical novel, ruins and the relationships of history and structure, ageing, and the narrative of travel. By presenting a wide range of approaches, this book shows how Macaulay’s
ﬁction is integral to modern British literature, by its aesthetic con-
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cerns, its technical experimentation, her concern for the autonomy of the individual, and for the ﬁnancial and professional independence of the modern woman. There are manifold connections
shown between her writing and contemporary theology, popular
culture, the newspaper industry, paciﬁst thinking, feminist rage,
the literature of sophistication, the condition of ‘inclusionary’ cosmopolitanism, and a haunted post-war understanding of ruin in
life and history. This rich and interdisciplinary combination will
set a new agenda for international scholarship on Macaulay’s
works, and reformulate contemporary ideas about gender and
genre in twentieth-century British literature.
The canon of postwar American ﬁction has changed over the past
few decades to include far more writers of color. It would appear
that we are making progress—recovering marginalized voices
and including those who were for far too long ignored. However,
is this celebratory narrative borne out in the data? Richard Jean
So draws on big data, literary history, and close readings to oﬀer
an unprecedented analysis of racial inequality in American publishing that reveals the persistence of an extreme bias toward
white authors. In fact, a deﬁning feature of the publishing industry is its vast whiteness, which has denied nonwhite authors, especially black writers, the coveted resources of publishing, reviews, prizes, and sales, with profound eﬀects on the language,
form, and content of the postwar novel. Rather than seeing the
postwar period as the era of multiculturalism, So argues that we
should understand it as the invention of a new form of racial inequality—one that continues to shape the arts and literature today. Interweaving data analysis of large-scale patterns with a consideration of Toni Morrison’s career as an editor at Random
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House and readings of individual works by Octavia Butler, Henry
Dumas, Amy Tan, and others, So develops a form of criticism that
brings together qualitative and quantitative approaches to the
study of literature. A vital and provocative work for American literary studies, critical race studies, and the digital humanities,
Redlining Culture shows the importance of data and computational methods for understanding and challenging racial inequality.
Leviathan or The Matter, Forme and Power of a Common-Wealth
Ecclesiastical and Civil is a book written by an English materialist
philosopher Thomas Hobbes about problems of the state existence and development. Leviathan is a name of a Bible monster,
a symbol of nature powers that belittles a man. Hobbes uses this
character to describe a powerful state (“God of the death”). He
starts with a postulate about a natural human state (“the war of
all against all”) and develops the idea “man is a wolf to a man”.
When people stay for a long time in the position of an inevitable
extermination they give a part of their natural rights, for the sake
of their lives and general peace, according to an unspoken agreement to someone who is obliged to maintain a free usage of the
rest of their rights – to the state. The state, a union of people,
where the will of a single one (the state) is compulsory for everybody, has a task to regulate the relations between all the people.
The book was banned several times in England and Russia.
Speculative modernists--that is, British and American writers of
science ﬁction, fantasy and horror during the late 19th and early
20th centuries--successfully grappled with the same forces that
would drive their better-known literary counterparts to existential
despair. Building on the ideas of the 19th-century Gothic and
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utopian movements, these speculative writers anticipated literary
Modernism and blazed alternative literary trails in science, religion, ecology and sociology. Such authors as H.G. Wells and H.P.
Lovecraft gained widespread recognition--budding from them,
other speculative authors published fascinating tales of individuals trapped in dystopias, of anti-society attitudes, post-apocalyptic worlds and the rapidly expanding knowledge of the limitless
universe. This book documents the Gothic and utopian roots of
speculative ﬁction and explores how these authors played a crucial role in shaping the culture of the new century with their darker, more evolved themes.
A classic, reimagined.
Alice in Wonderland (also known as Alice's Adventures in Wonderland), from 1865, is the peculiar and imaginative tale of a girl
who falls down a rabbit-hole into a bizarre world of eccentric and
unusual creatures. Lewis Carroll's prominent example of the
genre of "literary nonsense" has endured in popularity with its
clever way of playing with logic and a narrative structure that has
inﬂuence generations of ﬁction writing.
A seemingly ordinary village participates in a yearly lottery to determine a sacriﬁcial victim.
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Read by millions of students over seven editions, The Norton Anthology of English Literature remains the most trusted undergraduate survey of English literature available and one of the most
successful college texts ever published.
Comprehensive and up-to-date, now with more instructor resources
As education continues to take great strides to become more inclusive and understanding of diverse students and cultures, teaching practices and methods for learning are an essential part of
the puzzle and must be addressed to create culturally responsive
educational experiences. Teachers must make meaningful connections between a student’s culture, language, life experiences,
and background to what the student is learning in the classroom.
By integrating culture into the classroom, student achievement
can be fostered, and students can excel. Underserved populations may face discrimination when it comes to culture, language,
or race, and their needs can often be neglected. By implementing
culturally responsive teaching, students can feel valued, motivated, understood, and included in their education. The Research Anthology on Culturally Responsive Teaching and Learning displays
the best practices and lessons learned for culturally responsive
teaching and learning across diﬀerent types of institutions, classroom subjects, and with diﬀerent types of students from diverse
cultural backgrounds. The chapters focus on culturally responsive
practices and how these methods for teaching can impact student success, empowerment, and cultural competence. This book
is essential in understanding cultural diversity and inequity in education as well as the ways to address it. This book is ideal for faculty, teachers, counselors, administrators, principals, curriculum

The Norton Introduction to Literature presents an engaging, balanced selection of literature to suit any course. Oﬀering a thorough treatment of historical and critical context, the most comprehensive media package available, and a rich suite of tools to encourage close reading and thoughtful writing, the Shorter Twelfth
Edition is unparalleled in its guidance of understanding, analyzing, and writing about literature.
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developers, instructional designers, professionals, researchers,
and students seeking to improve their understanding of culturally
responsive teaching and learning.
Describes the experiences of a newcomer to the Yukon when he
attempts to hike through the snow to reach a mining claim.
Robertson Davies (1913–1995), one of Canada’s most distinguished authors of the twentieth century, was known for his work
as a novelist, playwright, critic, journalist, and professor. This descriptive bibliography is dedicated to his writing career, covering
all publications from his ﬁrst venture into print at the age of nine
to works published posthumously to 2011. Entries include each of
Davies’ signed publications and those pseudonymous or anonymous writings he acknowledged having written. Included are his
plays, novels, journalism, academic writing, translations, interviews, speeches, lectures, unsigned articles and editorials, ﬁlms,
audio recordings, and multimedia editions. Also listed is a generous sampling of unsigned articles and editorials. Using Davies’
archives and the archives of other authors, organizations, and
publishers, Carl Spadoni and Judith Skelton Grant present A Bibliography of Robertson Davies to serve the research demands of
Canadian literature and book history scholars.
Collects literature written by the most well-known English authors.
Exploring the surprising presence of Christian Science in American literature at the turn of the 20th century, L. Ashley Squires reveals the rich and complex connections between religion and literature in American culture. Mary Baker Eddy's Church of Christ,
Scientist was one of the fastest growing and most controversial
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religious movements in the United States, and it is no accident
that its inﬂuence touched the lives and work of many American
writers, including Frances Hodgson Burnett, Willa Cather, Theodore Dreiser, Upton Sinclair, and Mark Twain. Squires focuses on
personal stories of sickness and healing—whether supportive or
deeply critical of Christian Science’s recommendations --penned
in a moment when the struggle between religion and science
framed debates about how the United States was to become a
modern nation. As outsized personalities and outlandish rhetoric
took to the stage, Squires examines how the poorly understood
Christian Science movement contributed to popular narratives
about how to heal the nation and advance the cause of human
progress.
The classroom standard for readers and aspiring writers of ﬁction,
The Norton Anthology of Short Fiction oﬀers the most comprehensive, engaging selection of classic and contemporary stories in
the ﬁeld.
Sylvia Plath is one of the most widely recognised and inspiring poets of the 20th century. With chapters written by more than 25
leading and emerging international scholars this is the most up-to-date and in-depth reference guide to 21st century scholarship
on her life and work. The Bloomsbury Handbook to Sylvia Plath
covers the full range of contemporary scholarship on Plath's
work, including such topics as: · New insights from the publication
of Plath's letters · Current scholarly perspectives: feminist and
gender studies, race, medical humanities and ecocriticism ·
Plath's poetry, the major novel, The Bell Jar, and Plath's writing
for children · Plath's literary contexts, from Ovid and Robert Low-
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ell to Ted Hughes, Doris Lessing and Stevie Smith · Plath's broadcasting work for the BBC The book also includes a substantial annotated bibliography of key primary and secondary writing by
and on the author.
The deﬁnitive history of Western music, now with Total Access.
Combining current scholarship with cutting-edge pedagogy, the
Ninth Edition of A History of Western Music is the text that students and professors have trusted for generations. Because listening is central to music history, the new Total Access program provides a full suite of media resources—including an ebook and premium streaming recordings of the entire Norton Anthology of
Western Music repertoire—with every new text. Combining
thoughtful revisions—particularly to chapters on the twentieth
and twenty-ﬁrst centuries—with exceptional media resources, A
History of Western Music provides all the resources that students
need in a text that will last a lifetime.
Candide by Voltaire from Coterie Classics All Coterie Classics
have been formatted for ereaders and devices and include a
bonus link to the free audio book. “Do you believe,' said Candide,
'that men have always massacred each other as they do to-day,
that they have always been liars, cheats, traitors, ingrates, brigands, idiots, thieves, scoundrels, gluttons, drunkards, misers, envious, ambitious, bloody-minded, calumniators, debauchees, fanatics, hypocrites, and fools?' Do you believe,' said Martin, 'that
hawks have always eaten pigeons when they have found them?”
― Voltaire, Candide Candide is a young man who is raised in
wealth to be an optimist but when he is forced to make his own
way in the world, his assumptions and outlook are challenged.
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In Self-Reliance, Emerson expounds on the importance of trusting
your soul, as well as divine providence, to carve out a life. A ﬁrm
believer in nonconformity, Emerson celebrates the individual and
stresses the value of listening to the inner voice unique to each of
us?even when it deﬁes society's expectations. This new 2019 edition of Self-Reliance from Logos Books includes The American
Scholar, a stirring speech of Emerson's, as well as footnotes and
images throughout.
Read by millions of students over seven editions, The Norton Anthology of Western Literature remains the most trusted undergraduate survey of Western literature available and one of the most
successful college texts ever published.
Introductory matter includes a chronological list of the stories and
a section on the elements of ﬁction. Then follow examples of
short ﬁction arranged in alphabetical order by authors that include Welty, William Carlos Williams, Melville, de Maupassant,
David Leavitt, Louise Erdrich, and Thom Jones. The last section,
"Writers on Writing," features 15 valuable commentaries on the
way writers read particular works of ﬁction: Andrea Barrett reads
Willa Cather's "Paul's Case"; Gina Berriault, Ivan Bunin's "The
Gentleman from San Francisco"; and Richard Ford, Bharati
Mukherjee's "The Management of Grief," to name just three. In
all, there are 44 stories written after 1980, 26 new to the 6th edition. A glossary is included and an instructor's handbook is available. Annotation copyrighted by Book News Inc., Portland, OR
THE WRITER'S HARBRACE HANDBOOK, 6th Edition, is grounded in
the belief that an understanding of the rhetorical situation--the
writer, reader, message, context, and opportunity for writing--provides the best starting point for eﬀective writing and reading.
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This comprehensive handbook guides student writers in employing that rhetorical understanding as they choose the most eﬀective information to include, the best arrangement of that information, and the most appropriate language to use. The text moves
students through the steps that constitute successful writing,
from ﬁnding appropriate topics and writing clear thesis statements to arranging ideas and developing initial drafts. THE
WRITER'S HARBRACE HANDBOOK also provides several sample
student papers in various disciplines, along with instruction for
successfully completing similar assignments. This edition has
been updated to address the criteria in the WPA Outcomes Statement for First-Year Composition (version 3.0). Each student text
is packaged with a free Cengage Essential Reference Card to the
MLA HANDBOOK, Eighth Edition. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
Reproduction of the original: A Doll ́s House by Henrik Ibsen
The rise of the Christian Right took many writers and literary critics by surprise, trained as we were to think that religions waned
as societies became modern. In If God Meant to Interfere, Christopher Douglas shows that American writers struggled to understand and respond to this new social and political force. Religiously
inﬂected literature since the 1970s must be understood in the
context of this unforeseen resurgence of conservative Christianity, he argues, a resurgence that realigned the literary and cultural ﬁelds. Among the writers Douglas considers are Marilynne
Robinson, Barbara Kingsolver, Cormac McCarthy, Thomas Pynchon, Ishmael Reed, N. Scott Momaday, Gloria Anzaldúa, Philip
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Roth, Carl Sagan, and Dan Brown. Their ﬁctions engaged a wide
range of topics: religious conspiracies, faith and wonder, slavery
and imperialism, evolution and extraterrestrial contact, alternate
histories and ancestral spiritualities. But this is only part of the
story. Liberal-leaning literary writers responding to the resurgence were sometimes confused by the Christian Right's strange
entanglement with the contemporary paradigms of multiculturalism and postmodernism —leading to complex emergent phenomena that Douglas terms "Christian multiculturalism" and “Christian postmodernism.” Ultimately, If God Meant to Interfere shows
the value of listening to our literature for its sometimes subterranean attention to the religious and social upheavals going on
around it.
THE WRITER'S HARBRACE HANDBOOK, 6th Edition, is grounded in
the belief that an understanding of the rhetorical situation--the
writer, reader, message, context, and opportunity for writing--provides the best starting point for eﬀective writing and reading.
This comprehensive handbook guides student writers in employing that rhetorical understanding as they choose the most eﬀective information to include, the best arrangement of that information, and the most appropriate language to use. The text moves
students through the steps that constitute successful writing,
from ﬁnding appropriate topics and writing clear thesis statements to arranging ideas and developing initial drafts. THE
WRITER'S HARBRACE HANDBOOK also provides several sample
student papers in various disciplines, along with instruction for
successfully completing similar assignments. This edition has
been updated to address the criteria in the WPA Outcomes Statement for First-Year Composition (version 3.0). This edition has
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been updated to reﬂect guidelines from the 2016 MLA HANDBOOK, Eighth Edition. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Concise History of Western Music combines Grout and Palisca's
uncompromising reliability, scope, and respect for the narrative,
while oﬀering many more pedagogical aids, such as chapter preludes and postludes; "Etudes," excursions that explore the material more deeply than the main text; and "Windows," boxed discussions of special topics.
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sports reportage. One section of thematic essays cuts across
genre boundaries. Another section oriented to formats drills deeply into the workings of speciﬁc media, genres, or forms. Essays on
institutions conclude the collection, although a critical mass of
contributors throughout explore long-term literary and cultural
trends - where political repression, race prejudice, war, and counterrevolution are no less prominent than experimentation,
progress, and egalitarianism.
Chrysanthemum loves her name, until she starts going to school
and the other children make fun of it.
Fifty remarkable short stories from a range of contemporary ﬁction authors including Junot Diaz, Amy Tan, Jamaica Kincaid, Jhumpa Lahiri, and more, selected from a survey of more than ﬁve hundred English professors, short story writers, and novelists. Contributors include Russell Banks, Donald Barthelme, Rick Bass,
Richard Bausch, Charles Baxter, Amy Bloom, T.C. Boyle, Kevin
Brockmeier, Robert Olen Butler, Sandra Cisneros, Peter Ho
Davies, Janet Desaulniers, Junot Diaz, Anthony Doerr, Stuart Dybek, Deborah Eisenberg, Richard Ford, Mary Gaitskill, Dagoberto
Gilb, Ron Hansen, A.M. Homes, Mary Hood, Denis Johnson, Edward P. Jones, Thom Jones, Jamaica Kincaid, Jhumpa Lahiri, David
Leavitt, Kelly Link, Reginald McKnight, David Means, Susan Minot
, Rick Moody, Bharati Mukherjee, Antonya Nelson, Joyce Carol
Oates, Tim O’Brien, Daniel Orozco, Julie Orringer, ZZ Packer, Annie Proulx, Stacey Richter, George Saunders, Joan Silber, Leslie
Marmon Silko, Susan Sontag, Amy Tan, Melanie Rae Thon, Alice
Walker, and Steve Yarbrough.

An incomparable resource, an unmatched value
Presents a new translation of the Anglo-Saxon epic chronicling
the heroic adventures of Beowulf, the Scandinavian warrior who
saves his people from the ravages of the monster Grendel and
Grendel's mother.
Alphabetically arranged and followed by an index of terms at the
end, this handy reference of literary terms is bound to be of invaluable assistance to any student of English literature.
American Literature in Transition, 1910–1920 oﬀers provocative
new readings of authors whose innovations are recognized as
inaugurating Modernism in US letters, including Robert Frost, Willa Cather, T. S. Eliot, Ezra Pound, Gertrude Stein, H. D., and
Marianne Moore. Gathering the voices of both new and established scholars, the volume also reﬂects the diversity and contradictions of US literature of the 1910s. 'Literature' itself is construed variously, leading to explorations of jazz, the movies, and
political writing as well as little magazines, lantern slides, and
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